On Yom HaZikaron
April 27-28, 2020 • 4 Iyar 5780

Join thousands of Jews around the world learning in the merit of our fallen soldiers and victims of terror in Israel.

Together, in less than 24 hours, we will begin and complete siyumim in:

- **Tanach**
  - Allocated by Perek

- **Mishnayot**
  - Allocated by Perek

- **Shas**
  - Allocated by Daf

lekedoshim.com

Each participant will receive the name of a fallen soldier or terror victim to learn for.

There is an option to learn for a specific fallen soldier or terror victim.

You can start your own group within your shul, school, or other group to learn an entire mashechet or sefer in the siyum of your choice.

The Siyum will take place on Yom HaZikaron, April 28, 2020. Details to follow on the website.

Choose your daf or perek at:
lekedoshim.com